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Standardising learning content and teaching approaches is not considered to be the best practice in contemporary education. This approach does not differentiate learners based on their individual abilities and preferences. The present research integrates a pedagogical theory Universal Design for Learning (UDL) with an information system (IS) theory Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). It aims to examine the effectiveness of a technology-enhanced traditional web design course on blended e-learning acceptance and learner satisfaction in which UDL principles (multiple means of representation, action and expression, and engagement) were implemented. This casts some light on the role of addressing curricula limitations on learner perceptions and e-learning adoption. A mixed research design combining survey and action methods was followed. Overall, 92 undergraduate students took part in the study. The research instrument was validated first. Subsequently, partial least squares-structural equation modelling (PLS-SEM) was applied to identify the path associated among constructs used in the proposed framework. The extended model accounted for 45.4% and 41.6% of the variance of perceived satisfaction and behavioural intention respectively. The findings suggest that using educational technologies to address curricula limitations is a bridge to enhancing learner willingness to accept e-learning.
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Introduction

Educational institutions around the world have incorporated different learning technologies such as learning management systems (LMSs) in order to support the learning process. The usage of such
technologies alongside traditional campus-based learning constitutes “blended learning.” It has been widely adopted in higher education as a compromise between face to face (F2F) and web-based learning modes. Blended learning represents a possible solution to tackle the issue of learners’ differences by addressing their individual needs. However, the traditional application of e-learning follows a “one-size-fits-all” teaching approach (Graf, 2007). According to Rose, Harbour, Johnston, Daley, & Abarbanell (2006), this approach is no longer addressing learner variety in today’s education. Therefore, online or blended e-courses should be designed and utilised in such a way that addresses individual learner needs.

Many learning theories have been proposed to serve the wide variety of student characteristics such as Universal Instructional Design (UID), Universal Design of Instruction (UDI), and Universal Design for Learning (UDL) (Rao, Ok, & Bryant, 2014). These models were inspired by the Universal Design (UD) framework as applied in architecture (Rose & Meyer, 2002). Based on the earlier literature, the UDL framework has attracted significant attention by educationalists for tackling limitations in curricula design (Davies, Schelly, & Spooner, 2012; Kumar & Wideman, 2014; Rao et al., 2014; Smith & Harvey, 2014).

In the 1970s, Ronald Mace coined the term Universal Design (UD) in architecture to highlight “the design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design” (Center for Universal Design, 2015). The Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST) proposed UDL in 2002 as an iteration of UD (Rose & Meyer, 2002). However, it was revised and updated to introduce UDL 2.0 in 2011. According to CAST (2011, p. 4), UDL is “a framework that addresses the primary barrier to fostering expert learners within instructional environments: inflexible, ‘one-size-fits-all’ curricula. It is inflexible curricula that raise unintentional barriers to learning.” The UDL framework is being used more and more from the beginning to address learner preferences and needs rather than at later stages, which call for adaptation or retrofitting. It consists of three guiding principles, namely, multiple means of representation, expression, and engagement which are associated with recognition, strategic, and affective learning networks respectively. In order to adopt the model, CAST provided the guidelines to assist as a directive framework for education (CAST, 2011). The three principles of the model are:

- **Multiple means of representation (MMR):** tutors need to present learning content and information by multiple means. This can assist learners to master learning content with less effort.

- **Multiple means of action and expression (MMAE):** an essential step in the learning process is the way students express their understanding. These approaches should be differentiated according to the learner’s individual preferences.

- **Multiple means of engagement (MME):** in order to engage students, they should be stimulated and motivated in different ways and actions.

It has been shown that UDL application in higher education can promote learner experience in terms of performance, engagement, satisfaction, social presence, learning stress, and learning flexibility (Davies et al., 2012; Hall, Cohen, Vue, & Ganley, 2015; He, 2014; Kumar & Wideman, 2014). Other research found that embracing UDL can eliminate the learning gap between able and disabled learners (Hall et al., 2015). Despite the fact that UDL can be implemented in traditional learning settings (physical classrooms), the use of educational technologies can promote its application (Bühler &
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Hence, CAST (2011) concluded that “technology is not synonymous with UDL, but it does play a valuable role in its implementation and conceptualization” (p. 10).

The integration of instructional technologies into higher education has progressed to advanced levels in developed countries, whereas it is relatively underused in developing nations (Ali & Magalhaes, 2008; Faqih, 2016; Matar, Hunaiti, Halling, & Matar, 2010; Tarus, Gichoya, & Mumbo, 2015), particularly in Iraq (Al-Azawei, Parslow, & Lundqvist, 2016). Matar et al. (2010) explored the status of e-learning application in the Middle-East, indicating that all Arab countries in this region are at varying levels of application and integration with Iraq being one of the least successful. According to Elameer & Idrus (2011), Iraqi universities suffer from a lack of adequate ICT infrastructure, a limited number of computers and laboratories, and limited internet access inside the campus. Furthermore, Iraq has been classified in a low level of ICT use in different life sectors such as business, health, and education (Alhadithi, Idurs, & Elameer, 2010, 2010). This is unsurprising as of the end 2014 only 9% of the Iraqi population had internet access (Internet World Stats, 2015). In order to support e-learning application in public Iraqi universities, UNESCO has established and funded a new project which is called Ibn Sina, however, Basha, Mnaathr, Alkhayat, & Jamaludin (2013) indicated that this project is still in its infancy. Al-Azawei, Parslow, et al. (2016) identified several internal and external obstacles that academic staff and students face to adopting e-learning in public-sector Iraqi universities. These barriers include, but are not limited to, low internet bandwidth, insufficient budget, unclear plan, e-learning illiteracy, lack of user motivation, inadequate technical support, inadequate ICT infrastructure, lack of training programs, and unstable security.

This study investigates learner perceptions with regard to the experience of e-learning at a public university in Iraq since respective empirical research remains scant in the Arab world (Al-Mushasha & Nassuora, 2012; Faqih, 2016). The research adopts TAM as a framework (Davis, 1986). However, TAM was extended by integrating UDL principles in order to cast some light on the extent to which addressing environmental limitations can enhance the prediction of e-learning acceptance. The philosophy behind this integration underlies educational studies that recommend designing e-courses in accordance with effective pedagogical approaches (Bryans Bongey, Cizadlo, & Kalnbach, 2010; Derouin, Fritzche, & Salas, 2005; Govindasamy, 2002). Based on the best of the authors’ knowledge, prior research has not examined the effect of UDL principles on technology adoption. Furthermore, meta-analysis reviews of UDL adoption show that further evidence-based UDL research in higher education is needed, where the model has been mostly implemented in the USA with little to no empirical research being conducted in the Middle-East (Al-Azawei, Serenelli, & Lundqvist, 2016; Mangiatordi & Serenelli, 2013; Rao et al., 2014).

Learning Technologies and UDL Application

The potential of designing accessible curricula by using e-learning has been discussed in literature. Seale and Cooper (2010) concluded that e-learning should be blended with effective pedagogical approaches to deliver accessible learning and meet learner needs. As such, many studies have identified the great effect of using educational technologies on designing and implementing UDL-based inspired courses (He, 2014; Kumar & Wideman, 2014; Rose & Strangman, 2007; Smith & Harvey, 2014).

Bryans Bongey et al. (2010) used course management systems (CMS), WebCT/Blackboard, to design a UDL-based blended e-biology course. A total of 50 students completed the end of course survey. All of
them confirmed that they use e-learning systems as a part of their course experience. By comparing learner performance and the usage of the course site with the previous semester, it was shown that even though academic achievement was not significantly different, the usage of e-learning was higher than in the previous course. In addition, learners were highly satisfied in the UDL-based blended course. Similarly, the effect of using video integrated closed captions as one aspect of UDL on learner attitudes towards educational technology was investigated by Dallas, Mccarthy, and Long (2016). The results showed that the use of video closed captions had a significant positive influence on student attitudes towards using this educational technology.

Another literature has established a theoretical relationship between UDL-inspired course design and e-learning use. Morra and Reynolds (2010) stated that the use of learning technology alone will not assist to improve learning outcomes. Hence, the authors suggested that integrating UDL principles into instructional technologies and e-course design can lead to such enhancement. Furthermore, Benton-Borghi (2013) proposed a theoretical model based on UDL and technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) framework. The simple notion behind TPACK is that teachers need to know how technology should be effectively integrated into teaching. In other words, it provides a coherent conceptual model of how teachers should be prepared to use technology. Benton-Borghi (2013) established that the incorporation of UDL principles and TPACK can promote the use of technology in teaching and learning.

**Research Framework**

Since the 1980’s, a growing body of research has been theoretically and empirically developed to examine the diffusion and acceptance of Information Systems (IS). The root of such models is grounded in Information Technology (IT), psychology, and sociology (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003). From the proposed theories, several models have been dominant because of their strong theoretical base, power to identify technology acceptance, and their impacts on other models. According to recent meta-analysis reviews conducted by Hwang, Al-Arabiat, and Shin (2015), Šumak, Hericˇko, and Pušnik (2011), and Venkatesh et al. (2003), such theories include, but are not limited to, Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1985), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1986), Augmented Version of TAM (A-TAM) (Taylor & Todd, 1995), Technology Acceptance Model 2 (TAM2) (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000), Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 2003), and Technology Acceptance Model 3 (TAM3) (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). This study takes TAM as its central research focus, the reasons for which is discussed below.

According to Bagozzi (2007), the most acknowledged strength of TAM is its “parsimony.” Furthermore, it is easy to be implemented and evaluated due to its simplicity (Hwang et al., 2015). In addition, the soundness of the model has been supported in different settings and technologies (Hwang et al., 2015). Accordingly, it is steadily employed in order to assess the acceptance of a particular technology (Bagozzi, 2007; Hwang et al., 2015). The model is also thought to be one of the most influential theories in IT research (Benbasat & Barki, 2007; Lee, Kozar, & Larsen, 2003). TAM, however, fails to illuminate the design process behind the technology adoption behaviour (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).

Accordingly, literature that utilised TAM to investigate e-learning acceptance incorporated other factors that relate to e-learning or e-courses design such as online course design and user interface design (Liu,
Chen, Sun, Wible, & Kuo, 2010), multimedia instructions (Liaw, 2008), e-course quality and diversity of assessments (Sun, Tsai, Finger, Chen, & Yeh, 2008), e-content quality (Teng, 2015), as well as e-resources quality and participants motivation (Kannan & Narayanan, 2015). Wixom and Todd (2005) highlighted three approaches of TAM extension: (1) introducing variables from prior research, (2) integrating additional belief variables, and (3) investigating moderators of perceived usefulness and ease of use.

This study focuses on the impacts of addressing curricula limitations on the use of learning technology. According to Seale and Cooper (2010), even though literature has discussed the use of e-learning to design accessible curricula, the pedagogical aspects of this design is neglected. Previous literature has investigated TAM in traditional e-learning settings, whilst the present research purposively embraced UDL principles as a pedagogical framework. Furthermore, perceived satisfaction and e-learning self-efficacy were also merged into the proposed model. Figure 1 demonstrates the main relationships among the original TAM constructs (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989).

**Figure 1.** Original TAM constructs (Davis et al., 1989).

**TAM**

The theoretical base of the present study was grounded on TAM (Davis et al., 1989). The main factors of the model were inspired by the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). TAM suggests that two types of beliefs are a determinant of user attitude and behavioural intention. It establishes a causal link among perceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived usefulness (PU), attitude to use (ATU), and intention to use (ITU). PU pertains to user beliefs that the adoption of a particular technology can improve his/her performance, whereas PEOU refers to the extent of mental effort that is required to use a technology (Davis, 1986). ITU is defined as a user’s cognitive representation of his/her willingness to accomplish certain behaviours (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). TAM hypotheses that PEOU has a direct influence on PU and ATU, whilst PU has a direct impact on ATU and ITU. Moreover, ATU has a direct effect on ITU. Recent TAM revision simplified the model by excluding ATU (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). In brief, the main hypotheses of TAM are:

H1: PEOU significantly influences PU.

H2: PEOU significantly influences ITU.

H3: PU significantly influences ITU.
Perceived Satisfaction (PS)

According to Bolliger and Wasilik (2009), the value that students perceive regarding their learning experience in the educational institution is referred to as perceived satisfaction (PS). Learner dissatisfaction may lead to withdrawing from e-courses or weaker performance. Many studies have integrated a wide range of factors to highlight the predictors of PS (Al-Azawei & Lundqvist, 2015; Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009; Sun et al., 2008). In keeping with previous studies, perceived satisfaction (PS) has been significantly affected by PU and PEOU (Barrio-García, Arquero, & Romero-Frías, 2015; Sun et al., 2008; Weng & Tsai, 2015). Thus, the implications of these two constructs (PEOU and PU) on PS were investigated as well.

H4: PEOU significantly influences PS.

H5: PU significantly influences PS.

UDL Model

Rovai (2004) pointed out that learner needs should be considered in the design of e-learning curricula. Similarly, Govindasamy (2002) confirmed that “it has become clear that the impact of not considering the underlying pedagogical principles when implementing e-Learning will undermine the implementation process” (p. 296). Moreover, Rienties and Toetenel (2016) stated that learning design according to an efficient pedagogical theory has a positive direct impact on student behaviour, outcomes, and satisfaction in blended and online learning environments.

UDL is a pedagogical framework that attempts to address the issue of learner differences by designing a flexible and accessible curriculum. Although it can be implemented in traditional learning settings, the use of learning technologies can improve its application (Bryans Bongey et al., 2010; CAST, 2011). Accordingly, this study suggests that integrating learning technology to address curricula limitations may enhance user intentional behaviour to adopt e-learning. Previous studies have quantitatively investigated the influence of e-course design, assessment methods, and multimedia instructions on perceived satisfaction, usefulness, and/or technology adoption (Liaw, 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2008).

As previously discussed, literature that investigated the UDL implementation on learner perceptions such as engagement, satisfaction, learning flexibility, and social interaction indicated that the three layers of the model significantly affect such perceptions (Davies et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2015; Kumar & Wideman, 2014). Based on this discussion, the present research hypothesises that designing e-courses in accordance with UDL principles has a direct significant impact on PS and ITU. Moreover, it was expected that the three principles are predictors of PU.

H6a: MMR significantly influences ITU.

H6b: MMAE significantly influences ITU.

H6c: MME significantly affects ITU.

H7a: MMR significantly influences PS.

H7b: MMAE significantly influences PS.
H7c: MME significantly affects PS.

H8a: MMR significantly influences PU.

H8b: MMAE significantly influences PU.

H8c: MME significantly influences PU.

**E-Learning Self-Efficacy (ELSE)**

As a cognitive construct, self-efficacy (SE) was defined as “beliefs about one’s own capability to accomplish a certain task by one’s own actions and resources even in the face of obstacles or barriers” (Sniehotta, Scholz, & Schwarzer, 2005, p. 145). According to Bandura (1990), people’s beliefs about their capabilities can influence their choices, the effort that they should exert, and the time that they will persevere in order to face difficulties. ELSE was indicated to be a significant predictor of PEOU and/or PU (Al-Azawei & Lundqvist, 2015; Ong & Lai, 2006; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Hence, it was expected that learners with high ELSE are more likely to possess higher PEOU and PU than students with low self-efficacy.

H9: ELSE significantly influences PU.

H10: ELSE significantly influences PEOU.

Figure 2 depicts the proposed factors in the research framework.
Research Methodology

This study sought to identify the effectiveness of UDL implementation on learner satisfaction and intention-behavior to accept e-learning. It followed a mixed research design, combining action and survey methods. According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005), survey research design is an adequate method for research that aims to identify the causal relationship between dependent and independent variables. Action research, on the other hand, is useful in scrutinizing a particular phenomenon when researchers take a part in the action (Sagor, 2000). According to Sagor (2000), one of the objectives of using action research in education is to meet the individual needs of a wide-mix of learners. However, action research broadly focuses on qualitative data, whereas quantitative analysis is rarely used with this method (Sagor, 2000). Because the present research aims to quantitatively explore the effect of UDL application on technology acceptance, it was designed in accordance with both survey and action research methods.

As aforementioned, effective pedagogical approaches should be taken into consideration in the design of e-learning courses in order to serve learner needs (Bryans Bongey et al., 2010; Govindasamy, 2002; Rovai, 2004). However, there is a noticeable scarcity of such research. The present study was conducted throughout half an academic course in the first semester of the academic year 2015-2016. The first author developed the course design in accordance with UDL principles. The course was delivered using blended learning encompassed in class lectures and the use of Moodle. The design considered the representation of learning content, the methods of knowledge expression and assessment, and the means of student engagement. Moodle was widely used in this course to deliver learning content in multiple means, engage students, notify them about upcoming activities, discuss learning content, upload assignments, and perform online theoretical exams.

Participants

The research sample was selected based on a non-probabilistic method. This approach enables researchers to choose subjects according to their availability and based on researchers’ criteria (Tarhini, Hone, & Liu, 2015). Out of 115 second-year undergraduate students enrolled in a web design module at a public university in Iraq, 92 (80%) voluntarily responded to the distributed questionnaire. Most of the respondents ranged in age from 18 to 22 and were 52.2% male. The ethnicity of all of them was Iraqi Arab and none had any type of hearing or vision impairments. All participants were comfortable with Moodle because they used it during their first year. However, most of them have described their internet and e-learning level as “less experience.” The profile information of the subjects is summarised in Figure 3. This group of participants was used as an experimental group.
For further analysis, data of students who experienced e-learning in the traditional setting (without embracing UDL principles) was used as a control group. A total of 77 second year undergraduate students from the previous academic year (2014-2015) completed all items of the research survey (except for UDL variables), they belong to the same college, and experienced Moodle for one academic year as well. The age of the majority of them ranged from 18-23 (N=74, 96.1%). Furthermore, gender split was 39 (50.64%) male and 38 (49.36%) female learners. Thus, the overall features of both groups are similar.

**Context**

The research subjects were from a computer science college. All laboratories at the college have been connected by a central network and both academic staff and students had Wi-Fi internet access inside the college. At the beginning of the course, students were informed that it will be delivered using a blended learning design. This module was a mandatory course. It covered the main principles of website design by using HTML (HyperText Markup Language), CSS (Cascading Style Sheet), and JavaScript. These three languages (HTML, CSS, and JavaScript) complement each other to design interactive websites. The first five lectures included general concepts of web design and HTML. These lectures were carefully designed to embrace UDL principles as follows:

**Multiple means of representation.** In order to meet this principle, the learning content was presented in a wide range of formats. All learning materials were designed to explain the same learning content, but by multiple means. The syllabus and grading procedures were presented in the first lecture. Additionally, a course overview that included PDF, Word, PowerPoint files, and video were posted on the course LMS a week before commencement. Then, each lecture was uploaded at least two days before a class session, in order to provide students with a general view about the coming lecture. According to Kumar and Wideman (2014), posting learning materials ahead of time prior to the class sessions can reduce learner anxiety. For each lecture, learning materials were posted in PDF version (including all details about a lecture; the most important concepts were highlighted in different colours and fonts), an equivalent word file (this is to give students more flexibility to maximise or minimise the text font according to their preferences), and a PowerPoint file that included the main outlines of a lecture, its goals, examples, and summary. Furthermore, a detailed explanation for each lecture was also provided using a series of short videos integrating closed notes and illustrations. The length of each video was less than 10 minutes in order to avoid the issue of low internet bandwidth in Iraq. The video
lectures were designed as follows: an introductory short video that briefly reviewed the concepts discussed in the previous lecture, asking some general questions that students were called to answer in order to continue with the new concepts, and introduced the main goals of the lecture; a series of short videos entailing detailed explanation for core concepts with practical implementation; and finally, a short video that summarised the main discussed points.

In the weekly class sessions, the tutor also used multiple means of representation. This comprised of DataShow and PowerPoint slides, smartboard, a class discussion, a brief Q&A session, and a small group discussion. During laboratory sessions, the instructor used a short one-to-one lecture format to pinpoint the weaknesses of each student and help him/her to address them. Applying such a mixture of methods in classroom and laboratory sessions was essential in order for the instructor to be able to respond to student individual preferences.

Further, text-based guidelines (PDF and Word files) were also posted on Moodle to explain the main structure and requirements of assignments as well as steps that should be followed to design a good website. Moodle was also used to provide students with additional learning resources either for the development of knowledge or to obtain background information. The purpose of this was to eliminate the background knowledge differential between students. A brief summary of two lectures was also uploaded on the course website as PDF and Word files in order to assist students in remembering the main concepts of the lecture as well as understanding how to summarise a lecture. Thus, the course design covered the first principle of the UDL model by integrating multiple means of representation that offered better access to learning content for more students.

**Multiple means of action and expression.** A wide range of learning evaluation methods was used to allow learners to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding by multiple means. It is worth mentioning that there were some general assessment rules that should be followed by all instructors as a part of the university assessment procedure. As such, the instructor respected these rules. On the other hand, a multiple means of evaluation was incorporated into the course design based on freedom that the lecturer has. Learners had to complete two theoretical exams, a laboratory test, and a final exam. For the theoretical exam that related to this experiment, different question styles were used such as multiple choices, fill-in-the-blank, brief narrative description, and problem-solving. This gave students more flexibility to respond to each question. Furthermore, students could choose which questions to answer. The dominant method that was used to evaluate students’ ability to solve problems was a laboratory test. However, the instructor did not use only one test for such assessment because some students could have underperformed due to miscellaneous external circumstances unrelated to their actual understanding. Hence, a weekly assessment method was chosen instead of relying on one test.

According to Rose et al. (2006), the choice of the most suitable assessment method relies on the core goals of a module. This course aimed to improve the abilities of undergraduate students to design an interactive website using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Based on this perspective, students were informed in the first week that they should start planning an individual project from the second week using principles of HTML only and then developing it by applying the concepts of CSS and JavaScript. This approach allowed students to empirically experience their comprehensive understanding and knowledge in the course. Students were given a flexible window of six to eight weeks to submit their work, so they could choose the most suitable time according to their schedule and time commitments.
for other courses. The teacher also identified other activities that students were called to complete whether in the class or on Moodle.

Through the LMS, Moodle, four self-assessments were posted where each one was associated with each lecture. This was important not only in assessment, but for learner engagement as well. In addition, students were asked to choose one of two assignment topics that they were more interested in and upload their work on Moodle. Although a deadline was given for the assignment, the lecturer did not impose it strictly. Therefore, students had a choice to select the most convenient due date that fitted their schedule. This flexibility of submission was adopted because the students have not previously experienced doing assignments. Therefore, a strict due date might lead to a low response. A text-based guideline was provided to help them in preparing their reports and a short video was posted instructing them on how to upload their work. Other daily activities were also integrated as part of student assessment. This wide range of evaluation methods met this UDL principle indicated that the sole use of one assessment method is not adequate to address every student preference.

Multiple means of engagement. According to Conner (2016), engagement represents one of the key concerns of educators in contemporary learning. In this study, different engagement methods were followed in both classroom-based sessions and LMS. After registration, a course overview was posted including a general introduction about its importance, its goals, the main topics that were going to be covered, teaching approaches, and assessment methods. The announcement page of the module website, Moodle, was also used to inform students about all upcoming activities. The purpose was to positively impact on student engagement by keeping them up to date about the course. The prior literature showed that using notification tools in e-learning systems can significantly influence technology adoption (Atchariyachanvanich, Siripujaka, & Jaiwong, 2014). Furthermore, the instructor posted many questions in the course forum in order to motivate students and enhance their interest in the course. The lecturer had a speedy reply to all students’ enquiries as well as answering posted questions. Another engagement approach was the use of online self-assessments that were associated with each lecture. The self-assessment tests were designed with a direct feedback for each question as to whether the answer was correct or not. As discussed by Rose et al. (2006), self-assessments play a vital role in student engagement. Pertaining to video lectures, at the beginning of every lecture, many questions that were associated with the previous topic were triggered and students were asked to pause the video until the questions are answered. This method was used to motivate students in order to evaluate their own knowledge and focus on the course content. Daily activities whether in the classroom or the LMS were also considered a part of student assessment to encourage participation in the course, as well as interaction with other peers. Intensive feedback was provided for all students regarding their online assignments and project.

In classroom sessions, the instructor focused on extending student knowledge about the course, motivating them to express their limitations, and giving them further advice and comments to improve their work. Generally, presenting learning content in multiple means and assessing learner knowledge in different ways were aimed to maintain student motivation during the course. Student interest in the course was also shown via their excellent interaction with the LMS as presented in the log files of Moodle.

The Research Instrument and Procedure

Prior to intervention, ethics approval was obtained by the relevant Ethics Committee. Subsequently, the first author had many online conversations with the course teacher in order to familiarise him with the
new course design and main principles of UDL. This was followed by a detailed written guide, which encompassed the course plan.

The research data was collected by the research instrument. It required approximately 10-15 minutes to be completed. The questionnaire consisted of four sections. The first one included general information about the participants (Figure 3). The second section comprised 26 items to identify the eight factors of the model. Most questions were adapted from previously examined instruments (Chiu, Hsu, Sun, Lin, & Sun, 2005; Liaw, 2008; Said, Kirgis, Verkamp, & Johnson, 2015; Smith, 2012; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Wu, Tennyson, & Hsia, 2010). All items used a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 for “strongly disagree” to 7 for “strongly agree.” The number of items that were used to infer each construct as follows: PEOU (four items), PU (three items), ELSE (three items), PS (three items), MMR (three items), MMAE (four items), MME (four items), and ITU (two items). The third section was designed to collect information about course features and attributes. It was adapted from Kumar and Wideman (2014). Finally, an open-ended question was used to collect qualitative data that can identify learner perspectives. According to Creswell, Klassen, Clark, and Smith (2011), quantitative and qualitative data have to be integrated instead of separating them. Thus, researchers can either support their quantitative analyses or reject them.

At the end of week six, the research questionnaire was posted on the announcement page of the LMS. All students were requested and encouraged to fill in the instrument in their free time. It was demonstrated that their feedback is important to enhance e-learning implementation in public universities in Iraq as well as developing the course design. The questionnaire contained a cover letter that explained general information about the research, its purposes, and how data will be manipulated. It was clarified that all data will be used for research purposes, their instructor will not access the results, and their individual information or identity will not be displayed. As such, students were asked to identify their actual perceptions as this will not affect marking. Moreover, data was gathered by the first author where he has not had a direct relationship with students. All received responses were valid since all items in the questionnaire were identified as mandatory. However, some cases were duplicated due to either a technical issue or some respondents have filled out the online-based survey more than once where the data was hosted by Google Drive. Therefore, all these observations were excluded prior to data analysis. The process of checking duplicated cases was conducted twice.

Analysis Techniques

This study used Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 22 and SmartPLS version 3 for Windows 7 to analyse the collected data. Descriptive and traditional inferential statistic tests were conducted via the former, whereas the survey properties and the path associated among the model constructs were analysed using the SmartPLS. The alpha level at 0.05 was adopted. It is noteworthy that all research analyses were based on data of the experimental group, whilst control group data was used to compare learner perceptions and behavioural intention in traditional-based and UDL-based e-learning settings only.

Results

The gathered data was analysed through six phases. In the former, traditional statistical tests were used to measure the correlation between constructs and the differences between groups. In the second phase, the psychometric properties of the research instrument were analysed. Subsequently, the path
associated between the original TAM constructs was measured to highlight the improvement in the proposed model power. Moreover, the effect of UDL variables on PU, PS, and ITU was tested in order to show their predictability. Then, the research model and hypotheses were investigated. Finally, learner beliefs were compared with those who attended a traditional-based blended learning in the last phase.

**Preliminary Analysis**

Table 1 depicts mean and standard deviation (SD) of the model factors. Generally, all mean scores were greater than the midpoint of 3.5 and SD narrowly spread around the mean. This means that subjects possessed positive responses towards all factors in the research model. For further investigation, Skewness (Std. Error=0.251) and Kurtosis (Std. Error=0.498) were also calculated to measure the normality of the data as well as Tolerance and VIF to examine the multicollinearity assumption. It was found that the majority of data was normally distributed and the multicollinearity assumption was not violated as presented in Table 1. Figure 4 depicts the box plot of the model constructs.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.0489</td>
<td>0.62923</td>
<td>-0.188</td>
<td>-0.491</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>1.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.8333</td>
<td>0.88881</td>
<td>-0.636</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>1.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.6766</td>
<td>0.92992</td>
<td>-1.114</td>
<td>2.196</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>1.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.2971</td>
<td>1.17821</td>
<td>-1.358</td>
<td>1.841</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>1.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.9022</td>
<td>0.68033</td>
<td>-0.757</td>
<td>1.759</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>1.813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.3080</td>
<td>0.82280</td>
<td>-2.438</td>
<td>10.344</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>1.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.7772</td>
<td>0.76447</td>
<td>-1.107</td>
<td>2.806</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>1.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.8696</td>
<td>0.79012</td>
<td>-1.332</td>
<td>3.008</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>1.558</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a. TAM variables  
*b. UDL variables*
Table 2 shows the findings of independent samples t-test. It was found that there was a statistical significance among internet experience, e-learning experience, and intention to accept e-learning technology. Students with more experience were more likely to adopt e-learning in comparison to less experienced participants. The factors: internet expert, the internet less experience, e-learning expert, and e-learning less experience were abbreviated to Int Expert, Int Less-Exper, E-Ler Expert, and E-Ler Less-Exper respectively.

Table 3 demonstrates Pearson’s coefficient correlation among constructs proposed in this research. There was a significant relationship among most factors and the largest correlation was less than 0.7.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings of Independent Samples T-Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age&lt;=22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age&gt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age&lt;=22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age&gt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age&lt;=22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age&gt;22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

**Pearson Correlation Coefficient Among Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument Properties</th>
<th>PU</th>
<th>PEOU</th>
<th>ELSE</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>MMR</th>
<th>MMAE</th>
<th>MME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>0.519**</td>
<td>0.316**</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.371**</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.483**</td>
<td>0.488**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>0.364**</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.480**</td>
<td>0.388**</td>
<td>0.477**</td>
<td>0.485**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU</td>
<td>0.330**</td>
<td>0.388**</td>
<td>0.314**</td>
<td>0.311**</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSE</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.542**</td>
<td>0.398**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>0.330**</td>
<td>0.317**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAE</td>
<td>0.458**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

**Instrument Properties**

To establish the internal consistency reliability of the instrument, Cronbach’s alpha (α) was measured. Researchers recommend that Cronbach’s alpha is acceptable when it exceeds 0.7 (Pallant, 2013). However, Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham (2006) suggest that Cronbach’s alpha is also acceptable if it exceeds 0.6 for exploratory research. Overall, the instrument achieved a good reliability (α=0.881). Furthermore, in order to establish convergent validity, Hair et al. (2006) suggest that both the average variance extracted (AVE) and composite reliability (CR) should be above 0.5 and 0.7 respectively. Another measurement that can be used to validate a questionnaire is called discriminant
validity. According to Fornell and Larcker (1981), this can be established when the variance that a variable shares with its own constructs is larger than the variance that it shares with other factors. Table 4 clearly depicts that the measurement met all recommendations where Cronbach’s alpha ranged from 0.677 to 0.901, the AVEs were all above 0.5, and all above 0.8 for CR. A low α for ITU variable could be due to its high mean (6.048) and low SD (0.629).

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent factor</th>
<th>Convergent validity</th>
<th>Discriminant validity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AVE (&gt;0.5)</td>
<td>CR (&gt;0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAE</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSE</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Structural Equation Model (SEM)

Lowry and Gaskin (2014) recommend two methods of determining the number of observations required for the application of SEM technique. The first suggests that the smallest sample size can be identified by 10, multiplied by the largest number of variables used to determine a particular construct. The second method recommends a statistical power of regression set at 80% and an alpha level of 0.05. Based on both recommendations, the minimum required sample size is either 50 or 91 cases respectively. As such, our sample was adequate to carry out this analysis (N=92).

PLS-SEM is a popular approach to investigate the association between model factors (Yi & Hwang, 2003; Zogheib, Rabaa, Zogheib, & Elsaheli, 2015). This is due to its ability to deal with small sample sizes (Cheng & Chau, 2014), develop a theory (Hair et al., 2006), and there is no specific assumption about data distribution (Cassel, Hackl, & Westlund, 1999).

The Investigation of Original TAM Factors

Before examining the path associated among the proposed model constructs, the association among the original TAM factors (PU and PEOU) was investigated first. The aim of this analysis was to show the improvement in the research model after integrating the UDL variables. Table 5 and Figure 5 illustrate that all factors were predictors of PS, whereas PEOU was not a significant determinant of ITU. The
factors explained 31.8% and 31.5% of the variance of PS and ITU respectively. Such outcomes confirm that TAM should be extended by other factors to improve its power.

Table 5
The Effect of PU and PEOU on PS and ITU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Perceived Satisfaction (PS)</th>
<th>Intention to Use (ITU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Path</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU $\rightarrow$ PS</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU $\rightarrow$ PS</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU $\rightarrow$ PU</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSE $\rightarrow$ PEOU</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSE $\rightarrow$ PU</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. The findings of the original model.

UDL Principles as Predictors of the Model Factors

For further analysis, the predictability of UDL principles on the dependent variables was examined. This analysis casts more light on the effect of UDL principles on learner perceptions and e-learning adoption. Figure 6 and Table 6 demonstrate that UDL principles have an acceptable fit to explain the dependent constructs. MMAE ($\beta_{MMAE \rightarrow ITU} = 0.328, P=0.001$) and MME ($\beta_{MME \rightarrow ITU} = 0.338, P=0.005$) were determinants of ITU with the prediction ability of 32%. These two constructs MMAE ($\beta_{MMAE \rightarrow PS} = 0.498, P<0.001$) and MME ($\beta_{MME \rightarrow PS} = 0.193, P=0.040$) had also significant positive impacts on PS where they explain 35.6% of this dependent construct. Finally, the three principles had a positive effect on PU with MMAE ($\beta_{MMAE \rightarrow PU} = 0.297, P=0.008$) and MME ($\beta_{MME \rightarrow PU} = 0.287, P=0.001$) as significant predictors of PU to explain 38.1% of its variance.
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Figure 6. The effect of UDL variables on the model constructs.

Table 6
The Prediction Ability of UDL Principles on ITU, PS, and PU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$t$-value</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intention to Use (ITU)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRT $\rightarrow$ ITU</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAET $\rightarrow$ ITU</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>3.481</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME $\rightarrow$ ITU</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>2.798</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceived Satisfaction (PS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRT $\rightarrow$ PS</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
<td>-0.065</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAET $\rightarrow$ PS</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>4.355</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME $\rightarrow$ PS</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>2.060</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceived Usefulness (PU)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRT $\rightarrow$ PU</td>
<td>38.1%</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>1.793</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAET $\rightarrow$ PU</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>2.684</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME $\rightarrow$ PU</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>3.312</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings of the Research Framework
Table 7 and Figure 7 illustrate the standardised path coefficient among the variables in the research framework. Six out of 16 hypothetical associations were confirmed ($P<0.05$) whereas findings of five hypotheses were on the border of significant. Therefore, it was expected that a larger sample may show
better results and support more hypothetical associations. PU (β=0.288, P=0.019) and MME (β=0.270, P=0.044) had a positive direct effect on ITU. These outcomes supported H3 and H6c. PEOU and MMAE had a direct positive influence on ITU, but insignificant where P values are 0.098 and 0.073 for both variables respectively. The factors accounted for 41.6% of the variance of ITU where PU had the largest impact. Additionally, the findings indicated that PEOU (β=0.252, P=0.005) and MMAE (β=0.356, P<0.001) had a direct influence on PS. Thus, hypotheses H4 and H7b were confirmed. PU and MME had also a direct positive effect on PS, however, it was not significant where P values are 0.094 and 0.124 for both factors. Overall, these constructs accounted for 45.4% of the variance of PS. To predict PU, MME (β=0.313, P=0.001) was found to have a significant effect on this variable as hypothesised in H8c, whereas PEOU had a direct positive insignificant impact (P=0.066). Finally, it was indicated that ELSE (β=0.352, P<0.001) had a positive influence on PEOU. Accordingly, H10 was retained.

Table 7

Findings of the Research Hypotheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Direct effect</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Indirect effect</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Total effect</th>
<th>Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1: PEOU → PU</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>1.838</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: PEOU → ITU</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>1.655</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>1.205</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: PU → ITU</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>2.350</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: PEOU → PS</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>2.838</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>1.259</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: PU → PS</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>1.674</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6a: MMR → ITU</td>
<td>-0.135</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>1.365</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6b: MMAE → ITU</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>1.792</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>1.389</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6c: MME → ITU</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>2.017</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>1.739</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7a: MMR → PS</td>
<td>-0.167</td>
<td>1.304</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>-0.134</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7b: MMAE → PS</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>3.639</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7c: MME → PS</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>1.540</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>1.518</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8a: MMR → PU</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>1.531</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8b: MMAE → PU</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>1.806</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8c: MME → PU</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>3.309</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9: ELSE → PU</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>1.546</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H10: ELSE → PEOU</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>4.139</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing ITU, PS, PU of the Experimental and Control Groups

In order to demonstrate the effect of the UDL-based blended learning design on learner satisfaction, e-learning usefulness, and intention to use the system, the findings of this experiment are compared with a group of learners who have completed the same instrument in the previous academic year (2014-2015) where their PU, PS, and ITU were measured in a traditional blended e-learning platform. Table 8 depicts that there is a significant difference among all factors where the mean scores of the second experiment (UDL-based blended learning) are significantly higher than that in the previous year (traditional-based blended learning). Based on this outcome, it can be stated that the design of e-courses in accordance with the UDL framework has a direct significant impact on student perceptions and behavioural intention to accept e-learning.

Table 8

A Comparison Between PU, PS, and ITU of the Experimental and Control Groups (one-way ANOVA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness (PU)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional-Based Blended E-learning</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>5.1688</td>
<td>1.161</td>
<td>1,167</td>
<td>17.716</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDL-Based Blended E-learning</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5.8333</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Satisfaction (PS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional-Based Blended E-learning</th>
<th>77</th>
<th>5.1688</th>
<th>1.351</th>
<th>1,167</th>
<th>20.808</th>
<th>&lt;0.001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UDL-Based Blended E-learning</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5.9022</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional-Based Blended E-learning</th>
<th>77</th>
<th>5.3831</th>
<th>1.240</th>
<th>1,167</th>
<th>20.248</th>
<th>&lt;0.001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UDL-Based Blended E-learning</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>6.0489</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intention to Use (ITU)

Course Attributes, Features, and Content Analysis

To gain further information about learner preferences in this blended course, students were requested to highlight the most useful materials and helpful attributes. All students responded to the questions about the course features and attributes, whereas some of them provided further qualitative data, identifying reasons for their choice. Students were called to choose the most helpful course attributes and identify why these attributes were helpful. Figure 8 demonstrates the most preferred course attributes and their effects on student learning. Nine attributes were identified for this course. This was followed by an open-ended question to highlight reasons for the helpfulness of a certain attribute. Additionally, from the 15 course materials, students were asked to identify if they accessed them, found them useful, or did not visit the materials. This was also followed by an open-ended question asking for the subjective reasons behind their choices. Figure 9 exhibits student opinions regarding the usefulness of the used materials in the course design.

Figure 8. The helpfulness of the course attributes (%).
Participants were also asked to add any comments about the design of the course, the use of e-learning, and its advantages and disadvantages. A total of 23 students responded to this optional open-ended question. A thematic method was used to identify the main themes of students' comments. In general, the participants highlighted four advantages and one obstacle. Table 9 shows the main identified themes as well as the number and percentage of respondents who highlighted similar themes. It is worth mentioning that a few students mentioned more than one advantage.

Table 9

The Generated Themes from the Qualitative Analysis (N=23)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blended E-Learning Advantages and the Course Design</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A useful tool in teaching and learning</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving learning engagement</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing learning stress</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing performance, understanding, and interaction</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Issue Associated with Blended E-Learning Application</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unavailability of the internet access</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion and Implications

This study extended TAM by considering the UDL principles, namely MMR, MMAE, and MME to analyse the extent to which such factors influence learner satisfaction, e-learning usefulness, and e-learning acceptance. The analysis suggests that eliminating learning barriers and responding to user preferences is a key factor to improving learner perceptions and beliefs in a blended learning mode.

Looking to the original model as presented in Table 5 and comparing its prediction power with the extended model can clearly indicate the enhancement in the latter. Whilst the original model accounted for 31.8% and 31.5% of the variance of PS and ITU respectively, the proposed framework accounted for 45.4% and 41.6% of the variance of both constructs as depicted in Figure 7. Looking to the prediction power of the UDL principles as presented in Table 6 and Figure 6 also reveal that these variables can explain an acceptable fit of variance for PU (38.1%), PS (35.6%), and ITU (32%). Thus, their prediction ability is even better than the original TAM factors as depicted in Figure 5. Moreover, the comparison of learner perceptions and behavioural intention (PU, PS, and ITU) of those who used traditional-based and UDL-based blended e-learning systems shows that the second group had significantly higher perceptions and intention to use e-learning (Table 8). This outcome is in agreement with the study conducted by Bryans Bongey et al. (2010) where they also compared learner satisfaction and e-learning usage of students from two different semesters. The former followed a traditional-based blended learning, whereas the latter adopted a UDL-based blended learning. The findings revealed that e-learning use and perceived satisfaction were improved in the second semester. Thus, the present study quantitatively verifies the theoretical suggestion of Morra and Reynolds (2010) and Rose and Strangman (2007) that the integration of UDL into instructional technologies can improve learner experience. Based on these findings, it can be concluded that the integration of UDL principles into e-learning courses design may lead to reducing the e-learning failure in developing countries since learners can realise its advantages rather than using e-learning as a medium of posting written learning materials only.

From the learner profile analysis, the t-test suggests that the internet and e-learning experience have significant impacts on technology acceptance where \( P < 0.01 \) for both variables. Students with greater experience were more willing to use e-learning than those with less. Liu et al. (2010) also exhibited that previous online experience had a significant impact on ITU online learning. Based on these findings, educational institutions, especially in developing countries, should consider the importance of conducting intensive training courses for students in the internet and e-learning technologies to promote their confidence in using them. Other background information such as gender differences and age seem to neither affect PS nor ITU as depicted in Table 2.

Results show that two (PU and MME) out of five suggested constructs were significant determinants of ITU e-learning where PU was the best predictor. Even though Davis et al. (1989) found that PU was more significant in Western cultures, our finding is compatible with studies from other backgrounds and cultures to indicate that PU is the most influential factor on ITU (Barrio-Garcia et al., 2015; Moon & Kim, 2001; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Yi & Hwang, 2003). Furthermore, Faqih (2016) compared the effect of perceived usefulness and perceived value on ITU, concluding that PU had the strongest prediction ability as in the present research. Hence, it can be concluded that even though the Arab countries have a different culture than the West nations, users in both cultures believe that the technology usefulness is more important than other factors in the technology adoption. This means that educational institutions need to understand factors that can lead to the enhancement of PU. MME as a core principle in the UDL framework had a significant influence on ITU even better than the original
factor of TAM (PEOU). This means that different engagement approaches have to be integrated into the design of blended e-courses to promote usage intention. In this research, students were highly engaged in class sessions and via Moodle by exploiting its flexibility and interactive features. Consequently, such engagement methods positively influenced learner intention-behaviour to adopt e-learning. Our findings are compatible with the study performed by Moon and Kim (2001) where they extended TAM by incorporating perceived playfulness as an indicator of intrinsic motivation in order to predict user intention to adopt World Wide Web (WWW). The study concluded that perceived playfulness was a determinant of intentional behaviour. However, PU was the best predictor.

PEOU had a direct impact on ITU, but it did not significantly determine it ($P=0.098$). This analysis is in agreement with some literature (Balakrishnan & Gan, 2016; Cigdem & Ozturk, 2016; Park, 2009; Shin & Kang, 2015), whereas it contrasts other TAM studies (Weng & Tsai, 2015). Generally, prior research found that the influence of PU is larger than PEOU even if both have a significant effect on ITU (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Weng & Tsai, 2015). In the review study conducted by Šumak et al. (2011), it has been found that PEOU was the weakest determinant of ITU. Moreover, Hwang et al. (2015) concluded that the association between PEOU and ITU was contradictory. According to Venkatesh et al. (2003), the influence of PEOU is on the early stage of adoption. In addition, Venkatesh & Bala (2008) found that PEOU affects ITU in some time periods, but it does not in others. They accounted for these inconsistent results due to the experience level of participants. Hence, our findings may be attributed to: individual e-learning skills of participants since all of them from a computer science field, they have experienced Moodle in their last academic year, and a video with illustration was posted on the course website that illustrated how to use the system. Furthermore, this outcome suggests that student beliefs about learning technology usefulness are more important than beliefs on usage ease. In other words, this may indicate that when students believe a particular technology is useful, they will be willing to continuously adopt it regardless of the required mental effort to use it.

In terms of PU predictors, the strongest one was MME, even more than PEOU. A possible explanation is that engaging learners in different ways assists them to realise the usefulness of e-learning as an optimal solution in serving their needs. ELSE, on the other hand, did not seem to have a direct effect on PU, supporting the findings of Shin and Kang (2015). Even though it was stated in another quantitative analyses that ELSE is a predictor of PU (Al-Azawei & Lundqvist, 2015; Park, 2009), the present study confirms the conclusion of Ong and Lai (2006) that the effect of ELSE on PEOU is larger than its influence on PU. Moreover, this outcome may suggest that learners realised the usefulness of this blended learning system regardless of their individual skills to use it. On the other hand, students with less confidence in their individual abilities need further mental effort to perform their tasks appropriately. Such findings emphasise the t-test results (Table 2) that the individual experience in a particular technology can motivate students to use it continuously. As such, the need for carrying out training programs is an essential step in promoting e-learning acceptance.

Following PS determinants, MMAE and PEOU were predictive factors of PS with MMAE as the highest determinant. The significance of MMAE is compatible with the study performed by Sun et al. (2008) where results revealed that a variety of assessment methods was a predictive construct of PS. Moreover, this finding advocates the recommendation of Govindasamy (2002) that the use of different evaluation and assessment methods is a cornerstone of e-learning success. As in other investigations, PEOU was also displayed to be a direct significant antecedent to PS (Weng & Tsai, 2015). An unexpected result of this analysis is that PU contribution to the prediction of PS had been insignificant. In support of our findings, Sun et al. (2008) found that PEOU impacted on PS more than PU. Our conclusion does not
necessarily imply that PU is not overall a significant determinant of PS, but it may have been in this instance due to the small sample size. Consequently, the alpha value was \( P=0.094 \) which is on the border of the significant level \( P<0.05 \). The integration of a larger sample size can potentially highlight the importance of PU. Since MMAE is the most significant determinant, instructors can enhance learner satisfaction by exploiting the characteristics of blended learning systems to serve student preferences in the mean of knowledge expression rather than solely relying on one approach. This provides further support to the importance of UDL implementation in blended e-courses.

In order to provide further understanding, the questionnaire included a section regarding the helpfulness and usefulness of the course attributes and materials respectively. Additionally, three open-ended questions were used to collect qualitative data. A thematic method was adopted to classify such data. The findings of this analysis are demonstrated in Table 9.

Pertaining to the course attributes, Figure 8 demonstrates that posting lectures prior to the class (95.7%), videos of a website design (91.3%), laboratory sessions (90.2%), and classroom discussion (89.1%) were the most helpful course attributes. This means that several attributes should be integrated into the design of blended e-courses to promote learner motivation and ensure that their individual preferences are met. Here, some of the students’ comments are shown:

[I preferred] posting and explaining lectures in the system [Moodle] before the class lecture because I read it before going to the class and when the lecturer explains it, it appears very easy to me.

[I preferred] posting and explaining lectures in the system [Moodle] before the class lecture because I [can] obtain an overview about the topic and translate any unclear terms. . . before explaining them in the class, this helped me a lot.

Designing a website. . . had a great benefit because it assisted us to recall the subject content...and used them to produce an interactive project that exhibits our individual ideas and abilities.

As exhibited in Figure 9, the first principle of UDL is confirmed further. The followed design indicates that the use of multiple means of representations has a potential of integrating the blended e-courses. As shown in Figure 9, students selected several attributes such as video lectures, outlines, text lectures, and animated lectures as useful learning materials. Hence, the learning content should be presented in different ways and this, in turn, can provide better opportunities for absorbing it. However, it is clear from Figure 9 that the most useful materials according to participants were video lectures that explained: the course outlines (76.1%), details of the lectures content (73.9%), overview and goals of lectures (72.8%), and summary of lectures (71.7%). Accordingly, instructors should integrate multimedia instructions into the design of e-courses rather than using e-learning as a medium of uploading textual materials only. This result is in agreement with the quantitative findings that demonstrated the usefulness of multiple means of representations and multimedia instructions \( M=6.30, SD=0.80 \). Moreover, this further supports the high improvement in the prediction of PU where it has been enhanced from 16.8% before integrating UDL principles to 42.9% in the proposed framework. Such outcomes are also compatible with the theory of multimedia instructions of Mayer (2009). Even though MMR did not indicate a significant effect on ITU and PS, it shows a positive influence on PU where this analysis supports the usefulness of multimedia instructions. These benefits were also reflected by some of the participants’ responses to the open-ended question:
Video lectures were more beneficial because they contain practical explanations and I can watch the video whenever I want.

If I did not understand a topic from the lecturer, I can watch the video lecture to understand the unclear content and attempt to repeat it more than once, [this] helps to understand the topic easily. . . as well as I can keep the video, it explains the subject step by step.

The most beneficial material for me was the PowerPoint lectures because the topic is ordered, summarized, and they summarise the important things of the topic.

PowerPoint is the most important because it is very neat, easy, and includes the important things.

Review of lectures after studying them in details because this recalls [information] for students in a brief and quick form and this, in turn, benefits the student by saving the time [required] to understand the subject.

Table 9 illustrates that five themes have been indicated by students who responded to this optional open-ended question (N=23). Overall, (43.47%) found e-learning is a useful tool that can improve learning and teaching. This is compatible with the results of perceived usefulness (M=5.83, SD=0.88). Furthermore, the subjective data also showed that (13.04%) of participants believed that this course has engaged them and reduced learning stress. This qualitative finding is compatible with the third principle of UDL framework that suggests using multiple means of engagement to maintain learner attention. Students (34.78%) also found that this course assisted them to enhance: academic achievement, the interaction with the learning content, and subject comprehension. Thus, this analysis further confirms the conclusion of prior literature that the implementation of UDL can improve the learning process in general (Hall et al. 2015; Kumar & Wideman 2014). On the other side, a few students highlighted that the unavailability of internet access represented the main barrier to benefitting from the blended e-course. Although only two students mentioned this obstacle, this can be an indication of the difficulty that some students faced. Below some of the students’ comments are reported:

Advantages: it is a gorgeous and very useful design from all sides, video lectures and the used way to display them, notices, preparation of reports, and tests. All of these encourage student[s] to visit the website continuously and rely on themselves to follow, study, and take information. . . There are no disadvantages to be discussed.

I see that it is a useful system that improves a student performance, especially, video lectures and quizzes in the system, they are useful to test ourselves. . . As well as the ease of obtaining lectures from the system which saves time and effort of the student. As well as it provides us the ability to get overview about the lectures before explaining them in the classroom.

[S]o learning in this system is enjoyable, I would also like to thank the instructor because he makes the subject easy and enjoyable.

E-learning is good, but there are some obstacles such as the difficulty of getting the internet access sometimes inside the university and for all students. There are many advantages of the system [such as] the ease of understanding and the good interaction with the subject.

Several theoretical and practical implications follow from the findings of this research. It shows that there is potential for practical application of the present study in the design of online and blended.
learning. Behavioural intention to accept blended learning and learner satisfaction can be significantly improved by considering curricula design. The outcomes suggest that students possessed positive perceptions towards a well-designed blended e-course.

The present experiment represents a significant contribution to the theory of technology adoption by integrating the principles of a pedagogical framework to extend TAM. It reflects the IS model and pedagogical framework, which empirically indicates that addressing environmental limitations can contribute to the enhancement of learner beliefs and perceptions. This means that instructors and researchers should carefully design e-courses, engage students, and apply different approaches to giving students alternative opportunities to absorb a subject, express their understanding, and retain their engagement. Following this design method, the individual needs and preferences of all students can be met. Moreover, it shows that addressing curricula limitations is a cornerstone in educational systems. Consequently, integrating modern learning technologies alone cannot be an optimal solution to improve learning quality. This should be supported by adopting innovative teaching approaches and responding to learner variety in today’s education. Embracing UDL principles in e-course delivery reveals a positive impact on learners in accepting learning technology and this, in turn, may lead to better learning outcomes. The study also provides an empirical solution to address e-learning failure since it shows that the incorporation of pedagogical methods into e-learning design can significantly affect user acceptance of a particular learning technology. Finally, the present research advocates the positive role of e-learning in the developing nations, if it is effectively implemented.

**Recommendations and Limitations**

Based on the research findings, many recommendations are drawn. First, flexible and blended approaches to learning should be integrated into e-learning in order to enhance its adoption. Therefore, educational institutions need to blending effective learning theories, more especially, UDL principles with e-learning design in order to respond to learner needs and preferences. Furthermore, extensive training programs should be provided for instructors in higher education in order to spread the philosophy of accessible learning theory and familiarise them with the effective approaches to design accessible and flexible learning contents. Additionally, leaderships and those in the position of decision-making in the educational institutions need to pay further consideration to the implementation of e-learning, and in the developing countries in particular. This is because successful e-learning application has positive impacts on learner engagement, perceptions, and attitudes. To sum up, e-learning managers, instructors, and e-content designers should focus greater attention on the design of e-courses in order to motivate learners towards accepting them.

Even though the outcomes of this research are theoretically and empirically important since a significant improvement has been indicated in learner perceptions and intention towards e-learning acceptance, several limitations have to be highlighted. The research was carried out at one university and all students were from computer science field, so the findings cannot be generalised to the whole population in higher education. The other issue is that participants attended only one UDL-based inspired blended course. This may indicate their subjective perspective with regard to that individual course. Moreover, the experimental group is quite small and on the border of the minimum acceptable sample for such research. This may explain why the alpha values of five hypotheses were less than 0.1 and greater than 0.05. It is anticipated that recruiting a larger sample size can show better results.
Finally, random assignment of participants to a condition can lead to avoiding any possible bias in the research findings. In order to address such limitations, further research is highly recommended.

## Conclusion

In this study, a blended web design course was delivered using in-class sessions and e-learning system in which UDL principles were embraced. Then, UDL variables, namely, multiple means of representation, multiple means of action and expression, and multiple means of engagement were measured and integrated into TAM. The aim was to explore their influence on PU, PS, and ITU e-learning. Overall, findings suggest that curricula design has a direct significant effect on learner perceptions. Furthermore, it seems that the UDL model is an effective pedagogical approach in promoting intentional behaviour for accepting e-learning. The comparison of learner perceptions and behavioural intention of those who attended a traditional-based blended learning (the control group) with those who attended the UDL-based blended learning (the experimental group) indicated that the latter had higher perceptions and willingness for adopting e-learning. This result should highly encourage e-learning managers, instructors, and practitioners to prioritise the design of e-courses in order to successfully implement e-learning.

The extended model explained an acceptable fit for e-learning usefulness, learner satisfaction, and usage intention. This was also clear from the comparison of the proposed model predictability with the original TAM. The results revealed a high improvement in the research framework. The qualitative analysis provided further support to the importance of a flexible e-courses design. Participants indicated that the use of several features and attributes in this blended e-learning course had the potential for promoting e-learning usefulness, reducing learning stress and effort, and enhancing the subject comprehension. On the other hand, other factors may need to be incorporated in order to improve the power of the proposed framework. Moreover, it is expected that our future research will recruit a larger sample size and integrate several UDL-based e-courses design in order to address the limitations of the present research. This can undoubtedly provide more support to the significant findings of this investigation.
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